EFFECTIVE college teachers have as a primary concern the development of knowledge, skills and attitudes in their students. It is significant that in practice this development is almost always attempted with groups of students, rather than simply with individuals, although in reality the individual is the actual target, not the group. That is, the college teacher rarely if ever trains groups to function as groups, as would be true of squads, platoons, or special teams in the army, for instance. Instead, the individual student is placed with others for the purpose of instruction, after which he is expected to separate himself from not only his instructor but also his fellow students and then to exhibit as an individual the results of his teaching-learning experiences in college.

Is it only coincidence that most college teaching involves groups of students? Is college teaching done this way only because it is more economical to talk to several, rather than one student at a time?

Certainly some coincidence and some historical accidents may account for the development of the present system, as for the development of any institutionalized system. Also, the fact that economic considerations support class rather than individual instruction has helped to shape the system; but beyond these and similar considerations is a general principle of perhaps greater significance.

The group situation, per se, is conducive to learning.

Socrates taught groups of students, and we assume he would not have chosen otherwise. Jesus set up a group which he then instructed in the essentials of his mission. Much earlier we are told that Moses frequently called the people together for purposes of instruction. In later years, when universities began to be established, students were brought together to function as groups while being taught the disciplines or subject matter at hand.

Thus, the history of educational effort has included almost exclusively the utilization of groups of learners. Such use of groups is likely to continue for some time to come, despite occasional whimsical pronouncements of the one-log-one-pupil-one-Mark Hopkins type.

What, then, is there about groups so important for the development of learning in the individual? This article certainly does not exhaust the implications
of this question. However, in the paragraphs which follow certain approaches will be indicated.

A group, sociologically defined in essential form, is two or more people in interaction. “In interaction” means that the members are reciprocally influencing each other, and that the action of one is affecting and at least partially determining the (response) behavior of the other(s). Understanding the person in his group aspects requires, therefore, sociological approaches. Stimulus-response theories alone will not suffice since the person is interacting, not simply acting, and his actions are in response to (or are motivated by) group situations, not simply to stimuli. Further, the person’s action in the group situation is dependent upon his perceptions and definitions of that situation and, it must be remembered, these are themselves determined by the interaction of group definitions and the individual’s relevant sets, not simply by the latter alone.

An Active Process

The statements concerning action are intended to apply to learning since learning is an active process. Like all other human behavior except for a few reflexes, learning is motivated, or goal directed, and the learner expends energy to learn, thereby actively creating a reorganization of his own system because he believes that thereby he can better meet his needs, either immediately or in the future. Frequently the group will assist the individual in defining and clarifying his own goals for learning, or will provide goal definitions where none previously existed. In other cases the group will provide endorsement or support for existing goals, thus enhancing the person’s acceptance of these goals.

Other than these group processes having to do with goals of learning, what group factors are available for use by the instructor?

Communication is perhaps of paramount importance. Teaching-learning is, of course, dependent upon communication. In turn, good communication is dependent upon many factors. Many college teachers apparently assume that communication has been accomplished when the instructor has read a set of notes to a roomful of students. Nothing could be more in error. Sometimes the group can close and not allow new information to enter; sometimes information is spread unequally within the group. Communication is certainly a two-way process and, by definition, this process has not been completed until “feed-back” has been brought about. Many college instructors rely upon tests and examinations for feed-back, although an honest appraisal of many testing procedures would warrant a “too little, too late” indictment. That is, both teacher and student need to know that every point has been transmitted accurately; yet while tests cannot possibly approach full coverage, the teacher and students need to know immediately, not at mid-term or at the end of the session, just what has been conveyed successfully.

Why, then, not use group structures and processes so as to approach full and immediate feed-back? The answer probably lies in the typical instructor’s failure: (a) to recognize the full implications of communication as a group process, (b) to appreciate the potentials of the group processes as aids in teaching-learning, and/or (c) to develop appropriate techniques for utilizing groups in teaching.

Such failures are difficult to understand. The philosophical and theoretical bases for the use of groups in teaching
are readily available even to those teachers whose training did not include such matters. The Socratic and Aristotelian methods of teaching are analyzed and interpreted almost anywhere one looks. (Both of these are important, but the former is especially significant for the present discussion. As a method of teaching it is based upon questions rather than upon statements, and allows full and free discussion and idea development among students as well as between students and teacher.)


Much of the philosophy and theory of the use of groups has been applied to the modern classroom situation, and experimental work has long since established its advantages. For example, Nathaniel Cantor, at the University of Buffalo, has developed extensive sets of techniques which he has described in his book, Dynamics of Learning. The new experiments under the sponsorship of the Fund for the Advancement of Education at Miami University and the State College of Washington indicate clearly that innovation in college teaching is long overdue. Carl Rogers, in a

Portion of 60-student class, showing five small discussion groups. The groups have a limited time to help one member prepare to participate in a panel which will treat the major topic. (Continued on page 182)


The Group—Payne

(Continued from page 157)

Both in theory and in practice, whether evaluation has been formalized or not, the results are no longer in doubt. When simple bunches of students are converted into groups, and when the inherent group processes are understood and utilized by the instructor for purposes of teaching-learning, classroom work is improved. Students find the work less difficult and more fun. Learning is more nearly complete and review seems less necessary. Students pick up skills
on the side which they value highly, such as the ability to speak out in groups of their peers and the ability to challenge a status authority figure (the instructor). Former students report that group experiences stand out in their memories above experiences in regular classes and that they treasure highly the friendships established in joint activities with fellow students.

Techniques used in such classes will include various combinations and proportions of small group discussion, large group discussion, committees, panels, symposia, opposing panels, group observers, and the like. It seems to matter little which procedures are used, except as the instructor and the class find themselves better able to handle some than others. What does matter greatly is that the instructor have faith in student ability, knowledge of group processes, and the knowledge that good learning must be the responsibility of the student.

Curriculum Requirements—Cox

(Continued from page 172)

State Departments of Education. Advisory councils or committees made recommendations directly to the state departments of two states. In two other states, regional and state accrediting commissions were described as cooperating agencies with the state departments.

State Legislature. The State Board and State Department of one state and the State Superintendent's Association of another state were described as important influences leading to legislative action in curriculum matters.

Combined Authority. State-wide committees recommended changes in requirements to the state boards and state departments of two states. In the other state reporting state boards and state departments as joint authorities, various groups were reported as recommending, advising or in other ways influencing their action.

Several groups recommended changes to the state boards and state legislatures of three states. One of these states reported extensive use of advisory committees. Another reported that in some instances pressures from special interest groups were exerted. In the third state the State Committee on Accreditation Standards proposed changes in curriculum requirements through the State Department and the School Board. Additional requirements could be established in this state through legislation.

Teachers, supervisors, administrators and college specialists in one state were asked for comments on curriculum guides worked out by state curriculum committees. These committees were appointed by and worked with the State Department in establishing new requirements.

In only one state were three state-level agencies identified as responsible for the approval of new required courses. Although several states involved a variety of agencies, in each case one or two were assigned the major responsibility. The State Legislature of this state could establish either general or specific requirements. In the case of the former, the State Board established the necessary specific requirements with the assistance of the State Department. The State Board could establish requirements on its own initiative.

Seven states reported no major state-level authority. In each of these states, requirements were established locally. The services of state department consultants, standards committees, accreditation officials or state department staff were usually available to these schools or school districts upon request.
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